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Abstract: An innovative strengthening system for dapped-end beams is studied numerically and

experimentally in this paper. The system is developed for the half-joint regions of bridge beams also

commonly called “gerber saddles”, but it can be adapted to different scenarios. The strengthening

system consists of two steel plates that are clamped on both sides of the webs of the beams by means

of bolts. The purpose of the system is to transfer the highest possible amount of shear from the

concrete webs to the steel plate elements reducing the resistance demand of the concrete half joint.

Shear is transferred by friction from concrete to steel plates. The system is designed to be applied on

existing bridges without heavy work interesting the carriageway, therefore reducing the interference

with the traffic. Some interesting considerations emerge from the study, including the influence

of the flange web connection on the structural behavior and the possible presence of brittle failure

mechanisms that are difficult to model numerically using f.e.m. simulations.

Keywords: dapped-end beams; half-joints; bridges; beams; concrete; strengthening; steel jacketing

1. Introduction

In Italy and, in general, in the western part of the world, the largest part of the road
and highway network was developed and built between the 1950s and the 1980s. Road
structures today show in some cases a marked degradation [1], mostly due to their age,
lack of maintenance, and design or construction faults. Reinforced concrete deterioration,
such as carbonation, reinforcement corrosion, and spalling of cover can deeply reduce the
bearing capacity of bridge structures. Strengthening and retrofitting existing bridges are
now among the most important and critical activities within the field of infrastructural
engineering. The decreasing safety levels of existing bridges is such an important topic that
the Italian Ministry of Infrastructures and Sustainable Mobility published in 2022, in the
new Italian guidelines for the safety assessment of existing bridges [2]. An overview of it
and a case-study application on an existing bridge can be found in [3–5].

One of the most common examples of deteriorated concrete structures are half-joints,
also known as dapped-end beams. These solutions were popular in bridge construction
between the 1960s and 1980s because they are simpler than continuous beams (as they are
statically determined), even though they share stiffness and section exploitation with them
(see Figure 1). The half-joint is a structural detail that has many critical issues and can
suffer from very early degradation [6], many times leading to brittle failures. An example
of brittle failure of a gerber saddle is given in [7], and a study on the safety level of bridge
gerber saddles comparing strut and tie and finite element simulations is also presented
in [8]. An interesting study on the effect of reinforcement corrosion on dapped ends is
proposed by Di Carlo et al. in 2023 [9].

Numerous studies have been conducted over the years on their structural behavior
and strengthening methods, as reported in Section 2.
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Figure 1. Usual static scheme of a bridge with gerber saddles and half-joint detail.

External prestressing systems are used as a common strengthening procedure for
half-joints [10,11]. This procedure necessitates the perforation of the top slab to execute the
strengthening work; hence, a prolonged closure of the structure to traffic.

This research focuses on the strengthening of the supporting part of the gerber saddle:
the one on the cantilever connected to the pier (therefore subjected to negative bending
moment). Many studies are in fact related to the part belonging to the supported beam
(subjected to positive bending moment) [12–14], whereas a bibliography is lacking on the
negative half. Non-linear numerical modelling and experimental tests on scaled specimens
are carried out.

The strengthening system is designed to be as little invasive as possible, with the aim
of reducing the closed traffic lanes on the bridge. Four operating phases are individuated:

• web cleaning and application of steel jacketing, Figure 2b;
• supported beam lifting and removal of old bearings, Figure 2c;
• introduction of new bearings connecting steel jacketing elements, Figure 2d;
• re-positioning of a supported beam, Figure 2e.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the proposed procedure. (a) Original structure. (b) Applica-
tion of steel jacketing. (c) Lifting of the deck and removal of old bearings. (d) Positioning of new 
bearings connected to the steel strengthening system. (e) Re-positioning of the supported beam. (f) 
Final result.

2. State of the Art
When half-joints started to be used, most studies were aimed at understanding their 

behavior and the most appropriate calculation methods. In recent times, due to emerging 
degradation issues, the research became focused on strengthening systems.

One of the first research studies on dapped end beams was performed by Mattock 
and Chan [15] in 1979, to evaluate the resistance of dapped end beams grounding on the 
procedure proposed by Mattock in 1976 [16]. It is based on the application of the static 
theorem of plasticity theory.

In 1983, Liem carried out a new experimental campaign based on the approach pro-
posed by Mattock and Chan [15] but using inclined reinforcement in the discontinuity 
zone [17]. Over the years, the calculation of discontinuity zones was increasingly per-
formed with Strut and Tie Models (STM). The STM is based on the static theorem (lower 
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the proposed procedure. (a) Original structure. (b) Application

of steel jacketing. (c) Lifting of the deck and removal of old bearings. (d) Positioning of new bearings

connected to the steel strengthening system. (e) Re-positioning of the supported beam. (f) Final result.

The only operation that can require the complete closure of the traffic is limited to
the lifting phase of the deck and the functionality of the structure is therefore restored,
Figure 2f.

The proposed system is applicable, in the present version, only to bridge decks where
there is no transverse beam connecting the half joints or where this beam is placed behind
the joint.

2. State of the Art

When half-joints started to be used, most studies were aimed at understanding their
behavior and the most appropriate calculation methods. In recent times, due to emerging
degradation issues, the research became focused on strengthening systems.

One of the first research studies on dapped end beams was performed by Mattock
and Chan [15] in 1979, to evaluate the resistance of dapped end beams grounding on the
procedure proposed by Mattock in 1976 [16]. It is based on the application of the static
theorem of plasticity theory.

In 1983, Liem carried out a new experimental campaign based on the approach
proposed by Mattock and Chan [15] but using inclined reinforcement in the discontinuity
zone [17]. Over the years, the calculation of discontinuity zones was increasingly performed
with Strut and Tie Models (STM). The STM is based on the static theorem (lower limit)
of plasticity theory. To date, it is the only method recommended in design standards to
calculate discontinuity zones. The first application of STM to the calculation of half-joints
was performed by Barton in 1991 [18]. Today the STM proposed by Desnerck in 2018 [19],
which can also take into account damage conditions, and the simplified model proposed
by Falcon in 2019 [20] are very popular.

In addition to calculation methods, important studies have been conducted on the
parameters influencing the strength of dapped end beams, in particular the arrangement of
reinforcement in the discontinuity zone [21–23].

In recent years, research on this structural typology has focused mainly on strengthen-
ing systems and numerical simulation using finite elements.

The most used strengthening systems can be grouped into two types:

• Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP) or Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) strength-
ening systems [12,13,24–28];

• Structural strengthening systems based on external prestressing [14,29].

Strengthening performed with FRP or CFRP shows very high variability in effective-
ness. The increase in load-bearing capacity can vary between 10% and 80% and depends on
fiber orientation, the geometry of the discontinuity zone, and the arrangement of original
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rebar reinforcement in the discontinuity zone. Reinforcements performed with external
prestressing are generally more efficient.

Most of the studies focus on strengthening techniques based on the application of
composite materials. The main advantage of these methods is that they do not require
additional damage to the joint, such as drilling holes during repair phases. On the contrary,
external prestressing systems show overall better performance but are more complicated
and difficult to install.

3. Research Motivations

Grounding on the state of the art reported in Section 2, the authors decided to investi-
gate a new strengthening system that should be applicable to overcome heavy structural
deficiencies, but less invasive than external prestressing introduction.

The idea behind the strengthening system is very simple: two L-shaped steel plates are
placed on both sides of the webs of the longitudinal beams in correspondence with the half
joint; a transverse prestressing force is applied using (8.8 or 10.9) bolts and threaded rods;
shear force pass from the concrete webs to the steel plates thanks to the friction created by
the transverse prestressing. In the ideal case, all the force is transferred passing through the
steel plates and bypassing the damaged and weak concrete half-joint.

In bridge decks, a top slab is always present to provide support for the carriageway.
Therefore, most longitudinal bridge beams are T-shaped or I-shaped if a bottom slab is
also present.

The steel plates on the supported beam can be joined together under the bottom
of the web creating a U steel jacketing that completely encloses the tensed longitudinal
reinforcement placed at the bottom of the web (see Figure 3).

 

 

ff

ffi

tt
ffi

tt

tt

tt

Figure 3. (a) Longitudinal view of half joint with jacketing plates and strut and tie system. (b) Cross

section of typical T-shaped bridge beam.

On the contrary, the tensed chord of the supporting beam is placed inside the top
flange and therefore the jacketing steel plates cannot reach it as they do not cross through
the top slab (see Figure 3).

Therefore, the two beams work in different conditions from the point of view of the
jacketing: an easy one for the supported beam and a difficult one for the supporting one.
The research presented in this paper aims to study the resisting mechanisms of the jacketed
supporting beam in order to test the system on the most severe side.

All the studies found in the bibliography referred to experimental tests carried out on
rectangular cross-section beams working in the static scheme of the supported beam. There-
fore, no interaction with the flanges has been assessed before in the literature, especially
with regard to strengthening a T beam where the tensed chord is in the flange of the T.

The presented study proposes the following novelties: testing performed on the
supporting part of a gerber saddle (subject to negative moment); a strengthening system
for heavy damage, but less invasive than strengthening systems with post-tensioning; and
experimentation on a beam with a T-section to consider the effects between the casting joint
between beam and slab.
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4. Description of the Experimental Campaign

An experimental campaign on two beams realised in 1/3 scale was designed by the
authors and it is described in the following paragraphs.

4.1. Description of the Dapped-End Beams

Two dapped-end beams were designed with the same geometry as shown in Figure 4.
Both are T beams, 75 cm deep with an 80 cm wide flange and a total length of 4.9 m.

ff
ffi

ff

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

ff

Figure 4. The geometry of beams. Dimensions in cm. (a) Longitudinal view. (b) Cross section.

(c) 3D view.

Each specimen represents one of the longitudinal beams of the part of the deck of the
bridge rigidly connected on top of the pier: the so-called hammer. The pier provides the
central support (as shown in Figure 4) and the drop-in spans load the hammer’s half joints
on the two sides. Each specimen, being 1/3 scale, represents a real cantilever span of 6.6 m
realised with a 2.25 m deep beam. The specimens are tested upside down in the laboratory,
being vertically loaded at the center by a hydraulic jack and simply restrained on both
sides on the half-joints. This choice increases the stability of the test. In fact, an unstable
configuration during testing may arise having only one central support and loading the
two dapped ends. On the contrary, a single central jack is more controllable and the load
that in reality is applied by the drop in span in the dapped ends is simulated by means of
the bearings’ reactions in the lab.

Both specimens are designed to reach local failure within or close to the half-joint
avoiding classical bending or shear failure of the current T section.

One specimen is realised with orthogonal reinforcement in the dapped end and the
other with an inclined one. Details on the arrangement of reinforcement are shown in
Figures 5 and 6. The two different reinforcement arrangements are designed to simulate
the two common arrangements in real bridge beams.
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Figure 5. Reinforcement arrangement in the discontinuity zone. (a) Orthogonal layout. (b) Inclined layout.
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Figure 6. Detail of the reinforcement arrangement. (a) Orthogonal layout. (b) Inclined layout.

The beams were designed with a strut and tie model (STM) according to [30]. The
STMs adopted are shown in Figure 7. In both beams, the left half-joint was created with
correct design reinforcement and the right one with reduced reinforcement to simulate steel
bars corrosion. The side with reduced reinforcement was afterwards strengthened with
steel plates. The choice of using rebars with smaller diameters to simulate deterioration is
due to the boundary conditions of this experimental campaign. The research program was
part of a funding competition between universities and the funding institution gave a four
months time window to accomplish the research. Accelerated corrosion processes, may
need from 30 days for very simple specimens [31] up to 70 days for complex specimens as
in the present case [32]. Therefore, even accelerated corrosion was too time demanding to
respect the time limit.
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Figure 7. Adopted STM. (a) Orthogonal reinforcement. (b) Inclined reinforcement.

Reinforcement details are shown in Figures 5 and 6 and Table 1.

Table 1. Reinforcements detail.

Reinforcement Name Description

As1 4Φ20 L = 484 cm
As2 4Φ20 L = 484 cm
As3 2Φ20 L = 484 cm
As4 2Φ12 L = 196 cm
As5 2Φ8 L = 196 cm
As6 2Φ8 L = 196 cm
As7 2Φ8 L = 167 cm
As8 2Φ10 L = 180 cm
As9 2Φ6 L = 196 cm

As10 2Φ6 L = 167 cm
As11 2Φ6 L = 180 cm
As12 1Φ6 L = 184 cm

Stirrups A Φ8/20 L = 184 cm
Stirrups B Φ10/10 L = 184 cm
Stirrups C 2Φ10 L = 104 cm
Stirrups D 2Φ6/10 L = 184 cm
Stirrups E 2Φ6 L = 104 cm
Stirrups F Φ8/20 L = 184 cm

The following reinforcement reductions were applied in the damaged dapped end of
the beam with orthogonal reinforcement:

• Horizontal reinforcement in the dapped end. From 2Φ12 (As4) in the sound side to
2Φ8 (As5) in the damaged one: −56%.

• Vertical reinforcement in the dapped end. From 4Φ10/10 (Stirrups B) + 2Φ10 (Stir-
rups C) in the sound side to 2Φ10/10 (Stirrups B) + 2Φ6/10 (Stirrups D) + 2Φ6 (Stirrups
E) in the damaged one: −43%.

The following reinforcement reductions were applied in the damaged dapped end of
the beam with inclined reinforcement:

• Horizontal reinforcement in the dapped end. From 2Φ8 (As6) in the sound side to
2Φ6 (As9) in the damaged one: −44%.

• Vertical reinforcement in the dapped end. From 3Φ8/20 (Stirrups A) in the sound
side to 2Φ8/20 (Stirrups A) + 1Φ6 (As12) in the damaged one: −15%.

• Inclined reinforcement in the dapped end. From 2Φ8 (As7) + 2Φ10 (As8) in the
sound side to 2Φ6 (As10) + 2Φ6 (As11) in the damaged one: −56%.

The resistances of the half joint given in Table 2 are obtained according to the reinforce-
ment arrangement shown in Figures 5 and 6 and using the STM shown in Figure 7.
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Table 2. Ultimate load according to STM.

Beam Type Dapped-End Status Failure STM Load [kN]

Orthogonal reinforcement
Sound 150

Damaged 65

Inclined reinforcement
Sound 160

Damaged 70

Both sound and damaged beams are designed in order to reach collapse in the half
joint in the compressed concrete strut after yielding the main reinforcement of the half joint.

In the beam with orthogonal reinforcement, collapse occurs after the yielding of hori-
zontal reinforcement As4/5. The strength of the concrete strut inclined of 31◦ (see Figure 7a)
is about 90% greater than the one corresponding to the yielding of reinforcement As4/5.

In the beam with inclined reinforcement, collapse occurs after yielding the inclined
As7/10, As8/11, and horizontal As6/9 reinforcement. The strength of the first horizon-
tal concrete strut is about 120% greater than the one corresponding to the yielding of
reinforcement.

The authors decided to design both half joints respecting ductility and reaching
yielding before concrete failure. The failure load of the damaged end is, respectively, 57%
and 56% less than the sound one for the beam with orthogonal reinforcement and for the
beam with inclined reinforcement arrangement.

4.2. Design and Detail of Steel Jacketing

The steel jacketing was designed to restore 100% of the strength of the damaged
dapped end of each specimen. The resisting model of the strengthening system is the same
as a slip-resistant connection between two steel members. In fact, the strengthening system
must be able to carry the ultimate load of the undamaged dapped end without slipping
at the interface with the web surface. For this reason, it is calculated according to [33]
as follows:

Fs,Rd =
ks·n·µ

γM3
·Fp,C (1)

where Fs,Rd is the design slip resistance of a single preloaded bolt; ks is a coefficient that
depends on the type of hole, here considered equal to 1; n is the number of sliding surfaces,
in this case, equals to 2; γM3 is a partial safety factor, considered equal to 1 to calculate
mean resistance; Fp,C is the preload force of the bolts equal to 0.70· fub·As, where fub is the
ultimate strength of the bolt and As is the cross-section.

M20 class 8.8 bolts are used. Each bolt is pre-loaded with a force of 137 kN. Considering
a friction coefficient between concrete and steel µ = 0.3, the slip resistance of the single bolt
is Fs,Rd = 75 kN. With the bolt arrangement shown in Figure 8, a maximum vertical load of
240 kN can be applied to each couple of steel plates, jacketing the web.

The resistance of the slip-resistant connection between concrete web and steel plates
(240 kN) is about 60% higher than the resistance obtained for the sound-dapped ends using
the strut and tie method (150 ÷ 160 kN). This choice was conducted because strut and tie
models generally underestimate the ultimate load (solution on the safe side) and it is easy
to find real laboratory resistances that are 20% to 30% higher than the one supposed using
STM. On the contrary, the friction coefficient to be applied to the interface between steel
and concrete was unknown as the surface was not prepared and, therefore, irregular.

The authors were expecting a real slip resistance lower than 240 kN and a sound
saddle resistance higher than 160 kN. The difference between these values was intended to
obtain a fair margin of safety to avoid slipping on the interface.

The resistance of the steel plates was calculated in order to be able to carry the saddle
load without superposing to the STM mechanism. Therefore, no sum-up was taken into
account. Steel plates are by far stiffer than cracked concrete, therefore they work before the
STM mechanism can rise. The concrete under the plates was completely uncracked at the
end of the test showing that the steel jacketing was carrying most of the load.
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Figure 8. The geometry of the steel plates.

The geometry of the steel strengthening system is shown in Figure 8. The base steel
plate is 5 mm thick, its extension inside the beam depends on the extension of the damaged
area; in fact, it extends until it is firmly anchored within an area of the beam whit sound
shear reinforcement, as can be seen in Figure 9. SP1 elements are squared solid steel 15 mm
thick with a side of 60 mm and have the function of diffusing the preload force of the bolt
to avoid local failure of concrete under high compression. IR1, IR2, IR3, IR4, IR5, and IR6
elements are 5 mm thick and 15 mm deep. Their function is to avoid instability of the steel
plate in the area where the half-joint load is applied directly to it.

ff

ff

ff

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Positioning of steel plates and interferences of transverse threaded bars with web reinforce-

ment. (a) Dapped end with orthogonal reinforcement. (b) Dapped end with inclined reinforcement.

5. Description of the Laboratory Test and the Numerical Simulations

The laboratory tests performed on the two specimens and the nonlinear numerical
model that is used to simulate the experimental tests are described in this section.
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5.1. Laboratory Tests

The two dapped-end beams were tested according to the static scheme shown in
Figure 10a,b. The bearing capacity of the damaged and reinforced end was intended to
be similar to the sound one. Therefore, failure was expected on one of the two sides,
more probably on the damaged one if some resisting mechanism of the jacketing system
was overestimated.

 
 

(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

 
 

 

 

Figure 10. Static schemes of the dapped-end beams during the test. (a) Scheme 1. (b) Real configura-

tion of Scheme 1. (c) Scheme 2. (d) Real configuration of Scheme 2.

When one of the two ends collapses, if the other side is not broken, the static scheme
can be changed to scheme 2, as shown in Figure 10c,d to load until collapse the other end.

The test was performed in displacement control, imposing a displacement rate of one
millimeter per minute.

Tests of the Materials Used to Build the Beams

Experimental tests were carried out on the materials used for the construction of the
two dapped-end beams. The following specimens were tested:

• Concrete:

• 6 concrete cubes (150 mm side) were taken from the batch used for the casting of
the flange of the two dapped-end beams (1st casting phase).

• 6 concrete cubes (150 mm side) were taken from the batch used for the casting of
the web of the beams (2nd casting phase).

• Steel: 3 reinforcement bars of 8 mm diameter and 3 bars of 10 mm diameter.

Tests on concrete cubes provided an average cubic concrete strength of 29.0 MPa for
flanges and 29.6 MPa for webs; being the flange completely tensed in the test, its slightly
lower compressive strength is not a problem. The results of the tests on rebars are shown in
Figure 11; highly ductile behavior is observed, with an average yield stress of 530 MPa and
ultimate strain greater than 10%. These mean material characteristics are used in nonlinear
numerical models.
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Figure 11. Stress-strain relationship of reinforcement specimens from laboratory tests.

5.2. Nonlinear Numerical Model

The laboratory tests are simulated with a nonlinear f.e.m. model created with DIANA
FEA software version 10.4 [34,35]. 3D solid (brick) elements with 20 nodes (Figure 12a) are
used for modelling the concrete bodies. Reinforcements are modelled with bar-embedded
elements (Figure 12b) in the hypothesis of a full bond between concrete and steel.

 

(a) (b) 

tt

tt

Figure 12. Elements used for nonlinear 3D modelling [35]. (a) A 20 nodes brick element. (b) Embedded

bar element.

Brick elements of 30 mm side are used for the concrete parts not in contact with the
jacketing plates (Figure 13a), whereas the bricks in contact with the steel plates have a
maximum side size of 15 mm (Figure 13b). The mesh dimensions are chosen in order to
obtain numerical results not dependent on the mesh size. A Coulomb attritive interface is
modeled between steel jacketing plates and concrete. The rebar layout is shown in Figure 14.
The supports and loading plates are modeled by means of elastic steel elements to ensure
adequate stress distribution and realistic stress concentration in the concrete elements. The
interface between support plates and concrete is also modeled with a Coulomb attritive
surface. The support plates have plan dimensions of 20 × 20 cm and a thickness of 4 cm.
The load plate has plan dimensions of 20 × 40 cm and a thickness of 4 cm. The support
plates are constrained in their midline with a hinge (on one side) and a roller (on the
other side).
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Figure 13. Geometry modelling. (a) Full view (b) Detail of the damaged dapped end.

  

(a) (b) 

𝛽 = 0.2 ff

Figure 14. The rebars layout. (a) Beam with orthogonal reinforcement in the dapped end (b) beam

with inclined reinforcement in the dapped end.

A Smeared Cracking model is used for concrete [36] with a constitutive law based on
the total strain crack model, which in DIANA FEA grounds on the Modified Compression
Field Theory [37] extending it to three-dimensional problems following Selby & Vecchio [38].
A linear-ultimate crack strain model is used in tension, with a linear tension softening
branch after reaching peak tensile strength (Figure 15a). The stress-strain relationship
for concrete in compression is based on EN 1992-1-1 [30] (Figure 15b). The reduction of
compressive strength due to lateral cracking is based on the model proposed in [39]. A
confinement model based on the proposal by Vecchio & Collins [40] is adopted, and a
constant shear retention factor β = 0.2 is used to describe shear stiffness after cracking.

(a) (b) 

tt

Figure 15. Stress-strain relationship for concrete [41]. (a) Tension (b) Compression.
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Elastic-plastic stress-strain relationship with linear hardening is used for reinforcement.
Yield strength is 500 MPa, whereas ultimate strength is 550 MPa. An ultimate strain of 10%
is chosen.

Jack load is applied with increments of 8 kN per step. The Newton-Raphson integra-
tion method is used for reaching convergence.

6. Proposal of a Block Tearing Failure Mechanism

The authors propose an application of the lower bound solution for a plastic approach
to manually calculate the failure loads of the beams. A “block tearing” failure mechanism
is hypothesised, as shown in Figure 16. The motivation for this model being proposed is
because of the brittle fracture that occurred during the laboratory tests, which can be seen
in Section 7. This mechanism is used to calculate both the sound and the strengthened end
of the beams. The results for the undamaged side have the only purpose of comparison
with the other results. For the undamaged side of the gerber saddle, the ultimate load is
given by STM being smaller than the block tearing one. For the damaged and strengthened
part, the strengthening system was designed to remain in the elastic field, the mechanical
properties of the steel of the strengthening system were not taken into account in the block
tearing mechanism, but it only influences the assumed collapse surface, thus only at the
geometric level and not at the mechanical level.

tt

(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Block tearing failure mechanism for orthogonal (a) and inclined (b) reinforcement.

A two-side failure surface is considered: the first side is horizontal and it is located at
the interface between the web and flange from the free side of the half joint to the end of
the steel plate (50 cm long); the second side is vertical and it runs along the vertical side of
the steel plate.

6.1. Model for Orthogonal Reinforcement

In the case of orthogonal reinforcement, see Figure 16a, the only forces that are sup-
posed to act on the jacketed block are:

• F Vertical force applied on the half joint;
• T Hanging force in the stirrups;
• C Force in the compressed chord;
• V Shear friction resistance.

Horizontal equilibrium needs V = C and vertical one needs F = T.
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Vertical stirrups should at least be able to carry the vertical force F, but if their section
is bigger than the one needed to carry F, they can provide additional resistance in the shear
friction model according to clause 6.2.5 of EN1992-1-1 [30] presented below:

V = (c· fct + µ· ρ·σav)Acj (2)

where the cross-section of the joint Acj is the length of the steel plate multiplied by the web
thickness Acj = 500 × 200 mm.

Therefore Equation (2) can be rewritten as:

V = c· fct·Acj + µ·Asw·
(

fy − F/Asw

)

(3)

where:

• c and µ are friction factors that depend on the roughness of the interface. In the
considered case, being the surface a free one left without further treatment after
vibration, the values of c = 0.35 and µ = 0.60 are considered;

• fct is the mean tensile strength of concrete, equal to 2.33 MPa;

• Asw is the cross-section area of the stirrups crossing the joint (628 mm2 for the sound

specimen and 427 mm2 for the damaged one);
• fy is the mean yielding strength of rebars, equal to 530 MPa;

Calling e the distance between the forces F and T and z the distance between the forces
V and C, the equilibrium to rotation about a generic point of the torn block reads:

V·z = F·e (4)

The maximum resisting force F can be found substituting the expression of V given by
(3) into (4), obtaining with some simple passages:

F =
c· fct·Acj·z + µ·Asw· fy·z

e + µ·z
(5)

The results obtained following this verification for the sound side and the damaged
side are presented in Table 3. The steel jacketing is designed in order to be able to carry
100% of the load outside of the half joint to a part of the beam able to resist (where corrosion
damage is absent or small). The block tearing resistances presented in Table 3 are different
for the 4 cases (orthogonal sound and damaged, inclined sound and damaged) because the
amount of rebars crossing the interface between the jacketed area and non-jacketed one
is different in the four cases. The plates are the same, but the reinforcing bars inside the
concrete web at the end of the plates are not.

Table 3. Block tearing resistances.

Specimen e [m] z [m]
F/Asw

[MPa]
V [kN] F [kN]

Orthogonal
reinforcement

Sound 0.33 0.50 355 147 223

Damaged 0.38 0.50 374 121 160

Inclined
reinforcement

Sound 0.38 0.50 346 115 222

Damaged 0.41 0.50 410 100 148

6.2. Model for Inclined Reinforcement

In the case of inclined reinforcement, see Figure 16b, the only forces that are supposed
to act on the jacketed block are:

• F Vertical force applied on the half joint;
• T Hanging force in the stirrups;
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• Fih Horizontal component of the force in the inclined reinforcements;
• Fiv Vertical component of the force in the inclined reinforcements;
• C. Force in the compressed chord;
• V. Shear friction resistance.

As a first approximation, in the studied beams the inclined bars pass by the lower
corner of the jacketing plate and are inclined at 45◦. Thanks to these conditions the
equilibriums can be written in a simplified form as follows.

Horizontal equilibrium needs V + Fih = C and the vertical one needs F = T + Fiv.
Vertical stirrups should at least be able to carry the vertical force F, but if their section

is bigger than the needed one, they can provide additional resistance in the shear friction
model presented in Equation (2). The cross-section of the joint Acj is the same seen for
orthogonal reinforcement.

Therefore, Equation (2) can be rewritten as:

V = c· fct·Acj + µ·
(

Asw· fy − F + Fiv

)

(6)

where Asw, the cross-section area of the vertical stirrups crossing the joint, is 302 mm2 for
the sound specimen and 258 mm2 for the damaged one, whereas the area of the inclined
reinforcement is 314 mm2 for the sound specimen and 113 mm2 for the damaged one.

The equilibrium to rotation about the lower corner of the plate, where the forces
V, Fih, Fiv have nil lever arm, can be written as follows:

F·eF − T·eT − C·z = 0 (7)

that can be solved to find F

F =
µ·Asw· fy·z + Fih·z − Fiv·(eT − µ·z) + c· fct·Acj·z

µ·z + eF − eT
(8)

The results obtained following this verification for the sound side and the damaged
side are presented in Table 3.

7. Laboratory Tests and Numerical Simulations Result and Discussion

In this section, the authors compare the results of experimental tests to the results of
numerical simulations and discuss their interpretation.

7.1. Experimental Test Results

Figure 17 shows the results of the experimental tests performed on the two beams in
terms of the midspan load-displacement curve.

The behavior of the two beams in static scheme 1 (Figure 10a,b) is almost identical
(continuous black and blue curves). The failure load is about 240 kN for both beams (120 kN
on each half joint).

The type of collapse presents both analogies and differences: a longitudinal disconnec-
tion on the casting joint between the web and flange arises at the end of the damaged side
for both beams.

The beam with orthogonal reinforcement collapses with a brittle mechanism tearing
away the strengthened zone from the rest of the beam without developing a large plastic
field as shown in Figure 18a,b.

In the beam with inclined reinforcement, the flange-web disconnection extends almost
to the midspan leading to a more ductile behavior (see Figure 18d).

The beam with orthogonal reinforcement was tested on load scheme 2 after the failure
in load scheme 1. The dashed black curve, shown in Figure 17, is relative to the test in static
scheme 2, shown in Figure 10c,d. In this scheme, the sound-dapped end reaches a collapse
load of about 175 kN and the collapsed end is shown in Figure 18c.
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Figure 17. Laboratory test results.
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Figure 18. Collapse mechanisms. (a) Beam with orthogonal reinforcement in static scheme 1.

(b) Beam with orthogonal reinforcement in static scheme 1 after removal of steel jacketing. (c)

Beam with orthogonal reinforcement in static scheme 2. (d) Beam with inclined reinforcement in

static scheme 1.
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The beam with inclined reinforcement could not be tested in scheme 2 because the
failure mechanism due to the test on static scheme 1 extends to the midspan of the beam,
Figure 18d. Therefore, the beam could not be used anymore.

The collapse load calculated with STM for the sound-dapped end with orthogonal
reinforcement is 150 kN. The sound side tested in the laboratory provided a resistance of
175 kN (17% higher than STM). The theoretical result is therefore in excellent agreement
with the laboratory tests because STM tends to predict failure loads lower than real ones
(on the safe side) being a plasticity lower bound solution.

The collapse load calculated with STM for the sound-dapped end with inclined re-
inforcement is 160 kN. No laboratory test can confirm this value as this beam cannot be
tested in this scheme. The authors are confident that the result obtained with STM (160 kN)
would also have been confirmed.

The failure loads of the damaged end without jacketing, calculated with STM, are,
respectively, 65 and 70 kN for orthogonal and inclined reinforcements. The steel jacketing
increased them by +85% and +72% respectively, reaching 120 kN for both reinforcements
layouts. The results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison between strut & tie (STM) and experimental results.

Beam Type Dapped End Status
Ultimate STM Load

[kN]
Ultimate Experimental

Load [kN]

Orthogonal
reinforcement

Sound end 150 175 (+17%)
Damaged end 65 120 (+85%)

Inclined
reinforcement

Sound end 160 [-]
Damaged end 70 120 (+72%)

Steel jacketing, therefore, improved noteworthy the resistance of damaged ends.
Nevertheless, it was not able to restore the +120% necessary to reach the sound resistance
because of a failure mechanism that took place outside the jacketed area and that will be
described in the following paragraph.

As can be seen in Figure 18, in both experiments no evident signs of damage is visible
in the web under the jacketing plates. The strengthening system acts as a rigid block
that shifts the collapse zone to the first section where the jacketing is not applied. The
collapse follows the opening of a crack between the flange and the web of the T beam
along the casting joint. The authors did not find in the literature any experimental test
on half-joints of T beams realised in two casting phases; therefore, this study introduces
two novel issues: interaction between half joint and flange of T section and the presence of
flange-web construction joint.

Construction joints are an area of intrinsic weakness in the structure especially if the
surface is not prepared to increase its roughness such as in this case. Real bridge beams
are almost always cast in two stages, and the slab is realised a second time. Therefore, the
realisation of these scaled specimens is an accurate reproduction of a real case.

Experimental evidence also shows that the application of the jacketing system ev-
idences this weakness as the steel plates end exactly on the casting joint introducing a
significant stiffness variation and concentration of stress in that zone.

The application of steel plates increases the resistance of the damaged half joint taking
most of the load as no cracks are visible on the damaged dapped end after the removal of
the plates at the end of the load tests. Nevertheless, it shifts the critical verification area to
the interface section between the jacketed part of the beam and the not jacketed one.

7.2. Results of Numerical Simulations

The results of numerical simulations and their comparison with the results of the
laboratory test are reported in this section.
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Figure 19a shows the comparison between load-displacement curves of the experi-
mental result and their FEM model of the beams tested in static scheme 1. It can be seen
that orthogonal and inclined reinforcement almost have the same behaviour until yielding
as it was desired from design. The numerical simulation also fairly approximates the
experimental result before yielding.

  

(a) (b) 

ff

tt

tt

Figure 19. Comparison between experimental results and numerical simulation of a beam with

orthogonal reinforcement. (a) Static scheme 1. (b) Static scheme 2.

In the beam with orthogonal reinforcement, when the load of 120 kN is reached, the
experimental curve shows a short plastic plateau, that corresponds to the opening of the
big crack evidenced in Figure 18a,b. This plateau is not visible in the FEM model as the
load increases until a collapse load is 12% higher than the experimental one.

In the beam with inclined reinforcement, when the load of 120 kN is reached, the
experimental evidence shows a long plastic plateau that corresponds to the opening of
the crack shown in Figure 18d. The FEM model again cannot find this plateau as the load
increases until the collapse load is about 32% higher than the experimental one.

Figure 19b shows the comparison between the experimental result of the beam with
orthogonal reinforcement in static scheme 2 and its FEM model. In this case, an initial load-
unload phase (blue curve) was made in the FEM model to simulate the starting condition
equal to the experimental one (static scheme 2 is conducted after a full load on scheme 1).
Moreover, in this case, the experimental and numerical results are in good agreement in the
elastic and cracking propagation phase, but the FEM model is again unable to capture the
plastic field that develops due to the collapse surface evidenced in Figure 18c. The collapse
load of the numerical model is about 50% higher than the experimental evidence.

In both schemes, FEM models are unable to capture the failure mechanism on the
casting joint that seems to cause the collapse of the beams in reality. Different mesh sizes
were tested to study the mesh dependency of the problem. A cohesive-friction interface was
also introduced between the web and flange to simulate a reduction of tensile resistance
without succeeding in improving the numerical solution. The numerical prediction of the
failure load of concrete structures with brittle mechanisms (shear failures or D regions) is
well-known in the literature [42,43]. Errors up to 30% in the prediction of the ultimate load
can be achieved using commercial software and are well documented.

Figure 20 shows that the numerical crack pattern reproduces fairly well the experi-
mental evidence in every static scheme that has been investigated. This result, in addition
to the very good agreement of load-deflection curves shown in Figure 19, demonstrates
the good performance of the numerical models until the sudden collapse that cannot be
evidenced numerically.
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Figure 20. Comparison between experimental and numerical crack pattern. (a) Beam with orthogonal

reinforcement in static scheme 1. (b) Beam with orthogonal reinforcement in static scheme 2. (c) Beam

with inclined reinforcement in static scheme 1.

8. Final Comparison of Results

Two beams were designed, both with one sound side and one damaged side. The
design was conducted both manually using analytical formulation (STM and Block tearing)
and numerically, using a non-linear f.e.m. analysis.

The results are presented in Table 5. In the table, the term “Analytical” defines the
minimum result obtained with STM and Block tearing models. Analytical is equal to STM
where this model is applicable (sound side of the gerber saddle and damaged side without
jacketing system) as the block tearing model gives higher results and is therefore excluded
as not physically possible. Analytical is equal to block tearing for jacketed damaged cases.

Table 5. Comparison between failure loads [kN].

Specimen Experimental
Strut
& Tie

Block
Tearing

Analytical f.e.m.

Orthogonal
reinforcement

Sound 360 300 446 300 360

Damaged n.a. 130 320 130 200

Damaged & jacketed 250 n.a. 320 320 280

Inclined
reinforcement

Sound n.a. 320 444 320 440

Damaged n.a. 140 296 140 220

Damaged &
jacketed

250 n.a. 296 296 330

n.a. not available.

According to the manual design, the sound sides should fail in the discontinuity
region of the half joint for an applied load on the beam midspan (pier reaction) equal to
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300 kN and 320 kN for straight and inclined reinforcement respectively obtained by strut &
tie calculations. The same calculations provided a failure load for the damaged and not
jacketed side of 130 kN and 140 kN for straight and inclined reinforcement respectively
(less than 45% of sound resistance).

When jacketing is applied the strut & tie calculations are not applicable anymore and
a block tearing mechanism is adopted for hand calculations of the jacketed discontinuity
region. This approach provided failure loads of 320 kN and 296 kN for jacketed straight
and inclined reinforcement respectively.

This result provided a theoretical failure load of the jacketed damaged side equal to
one of the sound non-jacketed ones.

Laboratory tests demonstrated that both orthogonal and inclined jacketed sides failed
at an applied load of 250 kN (20% less than the analytical block tearing calculation, but 85%
more than the expected failure load of the damaged and unjacketed sides).

The failure registered during the experimental test was localised on the casting joint
between the web and flange of the beam and did not interest the half joint area. Therefore,
the failure was just outside the area covered by the jacketing system ended the tests
completely undamaged.

The steel jacketing, therefore, demonstrated to be able to strongly increase the resis-
tance of a heavily damaged half joint (+85%), but it was not able to reach the design target
of +120%.

Failure was probably due to the lack of proper vertical reinforcement crossing the
casting joint. This reinforcement was less than 50% of the sound side one and therefore
less than the minimum one required by design code. Vertical stirrups on the damaged
side were realised with a smaller diameter than the ones on the sound side; therefore, they
presented a uniform cross-section reduction along their length. This choice is probably far
more severe than the real corrosion effect.

Numerical design using f.e.m. provided failure loads higher than STM analytical
ones for sound beams (120% and 137% respectively for orthogonal and inclined reinforce-
ments), and higher than experimental ones for damaged jacketed beams (112% and 132%
respectively for orthogonal and inclined reinforcements).

Numerical analyses provided good accordance with experimental results up to the
failure loads, but they were not able to individuate the ultimate load, overestimating it in
every test. Probably the brittle nature of the failure mechanism is the main reason for the
difficulty in obtaining reliable numerical predictions.

Block tearing calculations also provide ultimate loads predictions higher than exper-
imental ones for damaged jacketed beams (128% and 118% respectively for orthogonal
and inclined reinforcements) probably because the shear friction formulation adopted in
Equations (2) and (5) is applied with an amount of reinforcement crossing the joint smaller
than the minimum one required by the design code [30].

9. Conclusions

With this work, the authors aimed to investigate an innovative strengthening system
for gerber saddles. Analytical calculations, laboratory experimental tests, and numerical
simulation are performed on two different beams with different reinforcement layouts in
the dapped end.

A review of the state of the art showed that few studies have been conducted on
the supporting part of bridge gerber saddles. Most of the studies found in the literature
focus on the supported part of gerber saddles. The strengthening systems evidenced in
the literature are prevalently performed with FRP/CFRP or with pretensioning systems.
The first is effective for moderate levels of damage and is not highly invasive; the second
is effective for more intense levels of damage but has considerable invasiveness. On this
basis, the authors propose a system that should be more efficient than FRP/CFRP, but at
the same time less invasive than the introduction of prestressing.
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Moreover, tests on beams with strengthened dapped ends were almost exclusively
conducted on beams with rectangular cross-sections: T-shaped sections with casting joints
were never tested before. This aspect represents an absolute novelty point of this study.

Thus, in the present study, some significant innovations are introduced: a T-shaped
beam section with the presence of a flange web casting joint; the casting of the beam in two
phases; and the study of the end subjected to negative bending moment.

The beams were designed to be approximately 1:3 scale compared to the common size
of real gerber saddles. The collapse load is estimated with an STM in both the undamaged
and damaged dapped end.

The damaged gerber saddles were designed to support a load equal to about 45% of
the sound ones. This level of damage is very high since normally in reinforced concrete
decks the permanent loads exceed 50% of the total applied loads. Therefore, the designed
damage would result in the collapse of the bridge under only permanent loads.

Reinforcement corrosion damage was simulated by changing the diameter of the
corroded stirrups; for example, an undamaged stirrup Φ8 or Φ10 was replaced with a
damaged stirrup Φ6. This operation uniformly reduced the area of the stirrups whereas in
real conditions corrosion is more concentrated in the part of the stirrup within the half joint
as it is more exposed to water leakages.

The authors decided to simulate corrosion with diameter change because of the
scheduling of the financed research that did not allow the use of accelerated corrosion
techniques.

Web stirrups almost always maintain their original area at the connection with the
beam flange (in the casting joint).

The application of the steel strengthening failed to raise the strength of the damaged
dapped end to the level of the undamaged ones, as it was intended, but the collapse load
still increased from about 45% to about 80% percent of the value of the undamaged dapped
end. The strengthening system thus proved to be able to increase the strength of the gerber
saddle in a nonnegligible way.

Both laboratory specimens collapsed with a similar failure mechanism involving a
longitudinal crack dividing the web from the flange of the beams.

The weakness of the shear-friction resistance of the joint between the web and flange
may be a collateral effect of the stirrups damage simulation mode and should not be
probable in real operating conditions.

The authors believe that the “block tearing” collapse mechanism seen in the experi-
mental tests needs to be furtherly investigated to understand whether this mechanism is
only due to the low amount of stirrups crossing the casting joint, or if the steel jacketing
causes its initiation.

From the experimental tests, hand calculations and numerical calculations performed,
the following considerations can be made:

• Both strengthened gerber saddles reached collapse by a similar mechanism involving
the failure of the casting joint and a shear crack in the web with an inclination of about
60◦. This phenomenon had never been studied in the literature in conjunction with
the behavior of gerber saddles.

• This mechanism may have been promoted by three causes:

a. the stirrups crossing the casting joint were weakened to simulate corrosion even
in an area where they are not normally corroded;

b. the surface of the casting joint was not prepared to increase its roughness and
promote interlock between castings;

c. the presence of the steel jacketing may have concentrated stresses on the casting
joint, although there is currently no numerical evidence of this phenomenon.

• The steel plates and bolts remained in the elastic field and resisted correctly. The
purely “steel” part of the jacketing behaved properly.

• The friction interface between steel plates and the web of the beam resisted correctly
and did not slip, even though there was no grout between the plates and the web
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and the surface of the web was not prepared and it was irregular due to the wooden
formwork.

• The strength of the only undamaged gerber tested was correctly prognosticated by
manual calculations with STM.

• On the contrary, the strength of both naked and jacketed sides was lower than the one
obtained by numerical simulations. The numerical models provided good accordance
until the failure load, but they were not able to catch the failing mechanism correctly.

A new testing campaign with a better simulation of real corrosion conditions should
be performed in order to investigate if the casting joint failure can be avoided and the full
potential of the jacketing system can be exploited.
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